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1.1 GENERAL REMARKS .

France has built two power producing fast breeders : the
250 MWe PHENIX and the 1200 MWe SUPER-PHENIX-1 ( with European
participation ) and is presently working on the preliminary
design of a third 1500 MWe reactor SUPER-PHENIX-2 .

The upper closures of these pool type reactors are essential
structural elements since they fulfill several vital functions .

1.1.1 Functions of the upper closures :

• primary containment

• support of the whole reactor unit and all the primary
components

• thermal barrier

• biological shielding

1.1.2 Design critere of the upper closures •

• mechanical load resistance throughout plant lifetime

• satisfactory behaviour with respect to sodium aerosols :

* deposit — > structure temperature t 1000C
* migration in metal heat insulators — > hot
side temperature <, 350°C

* satisfactory behaviour with respect to
beyond design safety class accidents
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« operating stresses acceptable for the en-
visaged use

1.1.3 Evolution of the solutions adopted In France .

1.1.3.1 PHENIX i demonstration reactor

• heat insulated hot roof - cold roof slab - electrical
preheating of main vessel suspension shell .

• sodium deposit risks only at the top of the penetrations

1.1.3.2 SUPER-PHENIX-1 i .commercial prototype

• it was difficult to adapt the Phenix solution to a
commercial size reactor owing to the scale-up .

• a roofless heat insulated cold roof slab solution was
developped and its validity confirmed by tests performed
on the Gulliver Mock-up , demonstrating the efficiency of
the metal heat insulator and the technological soundness
of the roof slab penetration design

a the structure temperature level is compatible with good
behaviour with respect to sodium aerosols in the argon
cover gas ( deposits and migration hazards )

1.1.3.3 SUPER-PHENIX 2 t preliminary deßign of an optimized
commercial reactor .

Present optimization studies , aimed at reducing SPX1 costs
lead to a solution comprising a non-insulated warm roof slab
practically isothermal at 120°C with a forced convection air
cooling system .

This design has several advantages :

• ECONOMIC:

* elimination of the heat insulators

« simpler penetration design because of lower
circumferential thermal disparities ( mechanicals loads )
and the higher roof slab temperature ( sodium aerosols
deposits )
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a SAFETY :

* replacement of roof slab water cooling by air cooling ,
thereby precluding reactions between water and the primary
sodium .

1.2 Details design of the upper closures of PHEHIX

SUFER-PHENIX-1 , SUPER-PHENIX-2 .

In French LMFBR's ,we note an evolution in roof insulation
design .

1.2.1 PHENIX

In the Phenix reactor , the upper closures are composed of :

* a ,lab consisting of a ferritic steel box structure
filled with concrete and colled by water ( 50°C )

* a hot ,leaktight roof closing the main vessel ,
thermal insulated on the external surface

« a rotating plug ,in the middle of the slab ,
comprising a multiplate thermal insulation .

The cover gas is Argon . The gas between the slab and the roof
is Nitrogen .

1.2.2 SUPER-PHEHIX 1

In Super-Phenix 1 reactor , the upper closures are mainly
constitued by a slab of the same type as in Phenix but with
modifications of some characteristics because of its larger
dimensions :

* the slab is still a ferritic steel box structure
filled with concrete and cooled by water ( T=50°C ) . The
cooling circuit consists of 2 loops welded to the structures
and embedded in the concrete , each loop having a cooling
capacity of 2400 W/m2 on the surfaces bounding the primary
containment

« the 2 rotating plugs (the large one , in the middle
of the slab supports the small one )are a ferritic steel box
structure filled with concrete and cooled by water like the
slab .
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* the core cover plug ( in the middle of the small
rotating plug ) comprising mültiplate thermal insulation .

* the insulation of slab and plugs surfaces in contact
with the hot cover argon polluted by the sodium aerosols is
composed of thermal insulation panels ( made of metallic
canvas ) ; the layers are separated by thin metals sheets (
anti-convective barrier ) . An outer enclosure constitutes an
anti-vapour barrier .

The tests have shown that the hot side temperature of the
thermal insulation has to be bellow 350°C .For higher
temperatures, the aerosols migrate in the canvas which
modifies its characteristics and deteriorates its
performances . It is the reason why the thermal insulation is
protected by a thermal screen .

1.2.3 SUPER-PHENIX 2

In SPX2 project ,the upper closures are relatively different
from those of the previous French reactors.

* slab and plugs are made of ferritic steel box
structures inside which the concrete structure layout permits
forced convection air cooling near the surfaces in contact
with hot cover gas . So structures are warm ( T= 120°C ) .

» the core cover plug comprises an optimized
multiplate thermal insulation .

* there is no need for insulation on the structure
surfaces in contact with cover argon polluted by the sodium
aerosols .

* an insulation device to protect the upper surface of
the slab against sodium fire is to be validated .

1.3 FACILITIES

Many facilities have contributed to the validation of the
different options which have been adopted for the SPX1 and SPX2
upper closures .
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1.3.1 Gulliver .

is a test facility representing the upper closures
of aoi'ium cooled fast reactors . In diameter ,it is a 1:3.5
representation of the Super-Phenix-1 reactor slab dimensions .
The mock-up consists of a sodium vessel closed by a thick
slab. The vessel , 6m in diameter is suspended from and welded
to the slab by means of a carbon steel suspension system . It
holds about 35 mJ of hot Sodium in the center ( T=545°C ), and
1 mJ of cold Sodium around the wall ( T=400°C ). The cover gas
is Argon .

The slab is a disc of 6 m in diameter and 1.125 m thick ,and
contains 4 experimental penetrations .

The lower part of the slab and the penetrations have ,on their
Sodium side ,the SPX1 thermal insulation to be tested . On the
outer side are located the water cooling circuits . The mean
temperature of the slab is maintained at about 40°C .

The biggest penetration Tl is a full scale representation of a
pump or intermediate heat exchanger penetration ( It is
possible with additional water cooling on the upper part of
the ' slab shell ' to simulate a real roof slab
penetration ) .

1*3.2 Coca .

Coca is a smaller mock-up ,which was used to approximate
experimentally a heat transfer law between the sodium and the
roof. The vessel was 0.6 m in diameter and the cover gas area
0.175 or 0.270 m in height .

The roof temperature is regulated with NaK ,100<Troof<550°C .

1.3.3 Germinal .

Because of its relatively small dimensions the Coca mock-up
did not rpresent the Super-Phenix upper closures very well .
So we built another mock-up ,Germinal with the following
dimensions :

« vessel diameter 1.2 m
« cover gas thickness 0.1 m

The tests are in progress .
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1.4 NUMERICAL METHODS FOR CALCULATION OF THE PENETRATIONS

A code has been developed by CEA > ESPAN Code .
•7

The purpose of this code is to determine the flow patterns and
the heat tranfers which occur in the narrow annular spaces
between the slab and the different components. Given certain
assumptions (see below) this model »using a finite difference
method , solves the momentum , the continuity and the energy
equations (in terms of vorticity and stream function ) . Owing
toof the space thickness and the flow pattern ,the annular space
is developed and the thermosiphon is presumed to be a plane flow
between plates (the cylinder coordinate Systeme is reduced to a
2D Cartesian Systeme )

Computation assumptions :

« Boussinesq approximation
* e/D « 1 ( e : thickness , D :diameter of annular space )
* e slightly variable
* distribution coefficients resulting from integration
across the thickness are equal to 1 ( for velocity ,
momentum and energy )

* turbulent viscosity concept for Reynolds stresses •

ESPAN is the licence code •

Another 2D numerical model has been developed by NOVATOME :
THERNOV which was used for most of the project calculation ; it
has approximately the same characteristics as ESPAN , and has
been validated on the same mock-ups .

1.5 HEAT BALANCE TO ESTIMATE THE TEMPERATURE OF THE COVER GAS .

We make a cover gas heat balance ; the computation area is
defined by the main vessel , the shells , the sodium level and
the bottom plates of the slab and the plugs .

For each surface , at the Ti temperature , we have :

Pi = Ci ( Targ - Ti ) ,
where Pi is the power exchanged between the surface (i) at Ti
and the gas (argon) at Targ .

ZPi = 0 =====> Targ = ZCiTi/lCi
We have made a short numerical model to calculate the Ci and
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Targ .

• 1 • Sodium free surface .
Cx = h.S.F

where hx : natural convection heat transfer
coefficient ( classical laws ).

F : evaporation condensation coefficient

• 2 • Heat and cold surfaces .
C2i = h2i S2i

h2i : natural convection heat transfer
coefficient ( classical laws ).

• 3 • Penetrations .
Cji = *3is,i / (Targ - T3i)

4>,i : flux density due to the thermosiphon .

We obtain :
Targ = ( C^i + IC2iT2i + ZC3iT3i )/( Cj + ZC2i +'IC3i

We apply these results to SPX2 project and we obtain
Targ = 3128C .

with present geometrical and thermal data .
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